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RE:. Washigton Mut
Dea Mr. Glassman:

have taen to explai to us the term the FDIC
We appreciate the tie you and your sta

. . .

tie and

ha set for biddig on Washigtn Mut. We have spent a signcant amount of

the intuon and modeling the impact of a
resources evaluag the assets an liabilties of

tran~tion on our intuon. W
we can fid an acptale frework for a
~e prepared to move raidly if

tranacon.

However, we are wntig to inform you th we wi not be submitt a conformg bid

for Washigtn Mut under the stctue the FDIC has offered; rather, as more fuy described
below, we are submitt an indicave bid on an altertive approach for your review and

al . i

ev uaon.

the indicative
bid is not bindin, it does represent a bas upn which we would be prepared to
""

procee
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~e are in a position to move rapidly

d present a bindig bid should the FDIC be interested in puruing
our proposa.

As noted abve, however, we remai stongly interested in the Washigton Mutu

branch and deposit francmse, and believe that there is a strghtforwd stctue th would
enhance the recoveries on the assets, iiiuze the losses to the FDIC, and create systmic
stabilty at a tie of great uncertty. As a result, we are pleased to be able to submit the

atthed non-bindig indicative bid whch proposes a strcte tht we believe ha a greater
potential for minimizing losses to the FDIC and protecti the cusomers and employees of

Washigton Mutu. ..
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We would be pleased to shar with you on a more grular bass our evaluation of

..

specific asset classes.

..
::

not conform to the bidding inctions for
We recgn that our approach does.

Washigton Mut. We believe, however, that our suggeste approach wil in fact provide
. grear systemic stilty and lower losses th would any conforming bid. Whe we are

obviously wig to negotiate a tranaction on these term with the FDIC, we would expect that,
consstent with the FDIC's sttuory obligation under the "leas cost' test, ths consct
would
the FDIC
were
be offered to al potential bidders in a new round of bidding. In that same light, if

to receive a non-conformg bid tht it might otherwse be inclined to accept, we believe that the
best and most appropriate option (and the option we believe would be legaly requied) would be

to offer that stctue to other bidders, such as us, that have the ficial capacity, operational
the Washigton Mutu franchise and allow competing bids on an
stengt and knowledge of

imediate basis.

you fuer at your convenience.
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Sincerely,
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Edward J. KellY,;'"-1
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Hea of Global Bang
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